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Yeh Dil (2003) part 4 - Tusshar Kapoor & Anita Hassanandani's romantic Hindi film l Akhilendra Mishra. It is in Indian, like
Tarsem Sinha's film "Ritual", which in English itself is "delicious carrot" :), and also, according to some experts, it is a cult one,
because exactly half of all Indian films are based on mythology (up to computer games!); and this - despite the fact that the film
is definitely an arthouse, non-format, etc., etc., and not at all a clone of Tarsemin's "Witness", and not even a 3D analogue of
"Avatar", only remotely reminiscent of the same film. At the same time - a purely poetic camera, and a serious acting game, and
an original plot, and a very good soundtrack. The film has not even been shot in Russian yet, but we hope that we will have the
funds for this. Hindi is in place - but not only in it. Actresses are just smart! A powerful approach to music (performed by Riz
Akhtar), an outstanding soundtrack, episodic (but what!) "rockers" on the screening, acting - perhaps the best filmed in this
language. As for the film, this is a very good illustration of the fact that one should not expect stunning special effects, quick
dressing up and other things - but at the same time one should not ignore the art house genre and the director's own creativity.
And also - the film, despite the fact that it was made only in English - is definitely a cultural event, and first of all for me,
because most of the films that I have recently watched (from a purely Indian point of view) are either about a culture alien to me
Or even fantasy... And here is the translation: Demon of death and love Indian Mirra (Riz Akhtar) is a master of tatami (drums)
and daime (cavalier), at the same time he is a gentle, sensitive lover who is not able to refuse love.According to legend, having
fallen into a hollow lotus, he got rid of all vices and turned into a deity known only to him and Truth. Like God, he knows
neither sin nor death
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